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Reference [l I contains a study of the problem of motion of a rigid body 

with one fixed point under the action of a Newtonian central force field. 

The distance R from the center of forces to the fixed point is assumed 

to be much larger as compared to the dimensions of the rigid body. Thus, 

in a stationary reference system with the z-axis directed from the center 

of forces to the fixed point and the x- and Y.-axes completing a right- 

handed rectangular system, the projections Fz, Fy, F, of the forces acting 

on an element of the rigid body will be to the second order of small 
quantities 

F, =-+dmz, F, = -a dmy, F,=-gdm+gdmz 

Here g is the acceleration due to gravity at a distance R from the 

center of attraction and X, y, z are the coordinates of the element. 

Since the forces are potential and stationary, and the ideal constraints 

do not contain time explicitly , the system of the equation of motion 

leads to an energy integral 

H = + VP* + BP + Cr2) + Mg (~0'71 + Yo'~ + zo’ys) + g (AyPBy,a + c-$) 

Here A, B, C are the principal moments of inertia of the rigid body, 
I , 

XlY,Z ’ are axes aligned along the principal axes of the ellipsoid of 

inertia, x0’., yu’., zu’ are the coordinates of the mass center of the rigid 

body, yi. y2, yg are the direction cosines of the z-axis in the fixed 

system, p, q, r are the projections of the absolute angular velocity CIJ 
on the axes of the moving system. If the generalized coordinates are 
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chosen to be #I, $I, 8, the Eulerian angles of spin, precession and muta- 

tion, and the well-known formulas 

p = JI sin 0 sin 9 + 6 cos Q, q = 4 sin 8 co9 Q - b sin Q, r = ;c( cos 0 -+ 6 
rl = sin 8 cos ‘p, r2 = sin 8 sin 9. r3 = cos 0 

are applied, then one can write the expression for the total energy of 

the system in the following form 

H= +[A(4 sin 9 sin ‘p + 5 cos (P)~ + B (4 sin 8 cos ‘p - 0 sincp)2+C (4 co8 0 $- (p)2] -j- 

+ Mg (Q’ sin 8 sin Q + ~0’ sin 0 cos Q $ zO’ cos 0) + 

+ $j (A sin2 8 sin2 9) $- I3 sin2 0 co92 Q + C cm2 0) 

Since [,!I is a cyclic coordinate it corresponds to the integral 

8L 

+ B (4 cos 8 + 4) cos 0 = Apy, + Bqra + Cry3 = cmst 

reflecting the constancy of the projection of the kinetic moment upon 

the z-axis. 

xf $= O= 0, += CJ+.), 9 = eo, +!J= $+) a re the solutions of the equations 

i?H 
G=&, 

then, as it is well-known, the 
solution 

<=6=0, 9=&t, 

i3H 8H 8H aH o 
a(p=--&=-&y-y 

equations of motion lead to a particular 

which is called the permanent rotation. 

The analysis of the equations shows that the axes of all permanent 

rotations coincide with the z-axis and in the moving system are distri- 

buted over the cone 

(B - (2 ~o’rzp -I- (C - 4 ~0’7~71 + (A - B) ~0’7172 = o (1) 

which is analogous to the Staude cone [ 2 I in the problem of the motion 

of a heavy rigid body with one fixed point in a uniform gravitational 

field. 

Let us apply the Routh criterion [ 3 1 to the analysis. Regardless of 

the fact that the Routh criterion gives in its formulation sufficient 

conditions for conditional stability, Liapnnov [4 1 maintained that in 

relation to non-cyclic coordinates and all velocities the theorem gives 

sufficient conditions for unconditional stability [5 I. 

Thus, the angles c& and 6, satisfy epuations aH/a$= 0, afi/ae= 0 
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constructed on the assumption that p = Bq, $ = 8 = 0. These equations 

are 

+ Mg (zo’ cos 0 sin Q + yO’ cos 0 co9 ‘p - zO’ sin 0) = 0 
(21, 

-I- Mg (zO’ sin 0 cos p - yo’ sin 0 sin p) = 0 

where 

k’=Asin2esin29+Bsin2ecosZcp+Ccos20, m=Asin2cp+Bcos2~-C. 

The equation of the Staude cone in terms of the variables $, 8 iS 

obtained by eliminating from these equations the quantities in Paren- 

theses. 

Note that the equations analogous to equations (2) for a rigid body 

in a uniform gravitational field are obtained by replacing the quantity 

3g/R - p,‘/k* by (- p ‘/k’). 0 Therefore, the regions of possible axes 

under study will be somewhat wider. Actually, if these quantities are 

treated in every problem as an arbitrary parameter, then it can be seen 

that in the problem under study it varies from 3g/R to - OQ, and in the 

problem with a uniform field it varies from 0 to - =. 

The variable potential energy of the system is of the form: 

F = $ -I- Mg (x0’ sin 0 sin q + yO’ sin 0 cos ‘p + zO’ cos 0) + g K 

The motion (a) will be stable in relation to 4, 8, I,“, $, 8 if the 

function 

is found to be positive with respect to 68, 6$, which will be the 

case if, and only if 

2 
>o 

These conditions are 

m (-$-aG)cos20+~ sina 20 - Mg (zO’ sin 0 sin ‘p + ya’ sin 0 cos ‘p + .zO’ cos 0) > 0 

[(~-W2)cOs20m+~sinP21j - Mg (I~’ sin 8 sin Q + yo’ sin 0 cos ‘p + zO’ cos e) 1 X 

X [(A - B) ($ - a21 cos 2c, sin2 0 + O2 sin4 ’ sinT (A - B)a - Mg sin 0 tz,,’ sin ‘2 T 

+yo’cosp,] -[+(f-+ sin 20 sin 21p (A - B) + 02 sin2 21psin 20 sins 0 3 - 

- Mg cos (I~’ sin ‘p + yo’ cos (p) 1 > 0 c \ co2=g) 
Together with equations (2) they single out the stable permanent axes. 
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The study of the general inequalities is very difficult. However, if 

A = B, and zO’ = 0, then for x0’ > 0, yO’ > 0 and sin 8, > 0 they reduce 

to the inequalities 

x0’ 

-- 

i 
cos 26 - sin2 6 

> Yo’, J i 
4 T/x0= + Yo”! 

sin6(_4-CC)+&] 
sin2 6 (A - C)2 l/zo’2 + Yo’2 ~ O 

sin6 , AXo’2 + Bye’” 

in 

The problem of the stability of permanent rotations of a rigid body 

a uniform gravitational field was studied in detail by Rumiantsev [6 1. 
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